The isolation and characterization of the V-H domain from rabbit heavy chains of different a locus allotype.
The Fd fragment of rabbit gamma-chains was split by papain to yield a smaller fragment with a molecular weight of approximately 14,000 and dialyzable small peptides and amino acids. The domain size fragment was identified as intact variable region from its amino acid content, its blocked amino-terminus, and two characteristic cysteine-containing peptides, while the small peptides and amino acids were accounted for by the degradation of the C-H1 region. The variable regions isolated from Aa1 and Aa3 Fd fragments not only reacted quantitatively with immunoadsorbents conjugated with the homologous anti-a allotype antibody, but also completely inhibited the binding of the parent Fd fragment to the homologous antibody as measured by radioimmune assay. These data provide direct evidence that the group a allotypic determinants are contained entirely in the variable portion and are independent of the constant portion of rabbit heavy chains.